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Fine American & Asian Estate Auction

1: Group of Antique/Vintage Silver plate USD 200 - 300

Comprising of three Antique/Vintage silverplate, the tea pot with Reed Barton 1950 marks. 11.5 inch H (pot H)

2: American Antique/Vintage silver plate USD 100 - 200

Nice antique/vintage silverbowl; 9 inch H Note: Franklin National Bank marks, Franklin National Bank, based in Franklin Square in
Long Island, New York was once the United States' 20th largest bank. On October 8, 1974, it collapsed in obscure circumstances,
involving Michele Sindona, renowned Mafia-banker and member of the irregular freemasonic lodge, Propaganda Due.

3: Antique/Vintage Silver Spoon USD 300 - 350

1776-1976 collection of original thirteen colonies spoon, Bicentennial, include rosewood stands.

4: Group of Antique/Vintage Silver plate USD 150 - 250

Late 19th trade marks, group of seven silver plate,silver on copper, Brogers silver CO, include one plate,three tea or milk pot, and
three bowls. 10 inch H (pot)

5: Antique/Vintage England Silver plate USD 100 - 150

England marks, designed as shell subject dish.10.25 inch H

6: Antique/Vintage Silver plate USD 200 - 300

Popular royal subject, Leonaed Silverplate marks footed tray with handles. 17inch L, 9.75 inch W

7: Group of Antique/Vintage Silver plate USD 300 - 350

Collection of silverplate, include six spoon, one royal style bowl, and a Tin dish. American antique silver and silver on copper.9.5 inch
L(Tin dish L)

8: American Antique/Vintage silver plated USD 120 - 150

Comprising six anqitue silver plated, tray and flatware. 18 inch L (tray size)
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9: American Antique/Vintage silver plated flatware USD 120 - 150

14 silver plated flatware,include one 19th tray and bowl, the others are all early 20th. 12 inch D (tray size)

10: American Antique/Vintage silver plated USD 120 - 150

Group of six silver plated flatware, a soup bowl, tray and spoon. The tray and bowl are 19th. 12 inch D (tray size)

11: American Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Tes Set USD 200 - 300

Group of four silver plated pots and one nice designed tray, typical American popular subject. 23 inch L (tray size)

12: Collection of Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Flatware USD 150 - 200

Mid 20th large collection of 15 flatware, silver plated, marked.

13: Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Spoon USD 300 - 350

Group antique/vintage silver plated spoon, with a 1990 rose wood case, good condition

14: Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Flatware USD 200 - 300

Made by The International Silver CO, with rosewood box.

15: Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Flatware USD 200 - 300

Collection of old silver plated flatware, original box, IS marks.

16: American Antique/Vintage silver plated flatware USD 200 - 300

Collection of 16 antique silver plated flatware, before WWII.Benedici indestructo marks. 11 inch L (tray size) The M.S. Benedict
Manufacturing Company was established by Mainor Stuart Benedict in East Syracuse in the early 1890s and continued in operation
until c.1945.Indestructo was a line of silverplate hotelware developed c.1920 for hotels, restaurants etc. The name was intended to
suggest the items were especially durable.
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17: Antique/Vintage Silver Plated Flatware USD 200 - 300

Assorted silver plated wares to include flatware, tested & approved, anti-tarnish silver plated.

18: American Antique/Vintage silver plated USD 200 - 300

28 pieces of American antiques, include flatware, teapots, hot water pot, some comes with marks.13-18-3 inch (plate size)

19: Group of Antique/Vintage Silver plate USD 200 - 350

Collection of seven silverplate, four royal style silver plate,one silver plate with bowl,and a silver on brass cup.The USA made. 24
inch L (the largest plate)

20: American Antique/Vintage silver plated flatware USD 200 - 300

Collection of 15 silver plated flatware, include two early 20th design tray and some small dishes, eight spoons and pairs candle
stands comes from Japan, two silver dishes with poole silver company marks. 16.5 inch L (tray size)

21: Antique/Vintage Ozair Custom Knife USD 150 - 200

1940-1960 Ozair Custom knife, with leather case.

22: Group Antique/Vintage WWII Scabbard USD 300 - 400

Each nice and antique, sharp

23: Group of Antique Balkans Bayonet and Scabbard USD 200 - 300

Two WWII army used bayonet.Martini-enfield and rifle bayonet.Good condition.

24: Antique Japanese Bayonet and Scabbard USD 200 - 300

Japanese bayonet and scabbard, WWII antiques.
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25: Group of Antique Balkans Bayonet and Scabbard USD 400 - 500

Collection of five, Balkans bayonet and scabbard, WWII army used.

26: Group of Antique Balkans Bayonet and Scabbard USD 400 - 500

Four of WWII army used bayonet, two Martini-enfield bayonet, and two rifle bayonet.

27: Group of Antique Balkans Bayonet and Scabbard USD 200 - 300

Pairs of WWII bayonet and scabbard, inscribed name on the scabbard. 14.5 inch L

28: Group of African Antique Sword and Crutch USD 200 - 300

Collection of four 19th African antiques, one used tribal warriors sword, two cruth, and a wild boar hair whip. 32 inch L (sword size)

29: Vintage Japanese Nikon Camera USD 150 - 250

Works, 1:1.4, f=50mm,auto

30: Antique/Vintage Camera USD 200 - 300

Zeiss Ikon,with leather case

31: Antique/Vintage Camera USD 400 - 500

Works, Rolleiflex,1:2,8/80

32: Antique/Vintage Leica Camera USD 300 - 500

D.R.P, Ernst Leitz Wetzlar, Germany, f=5cm, with leather case
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33: Group of 5 Antique/Vintage Cameras USD 200 - 300

Fujica ST701;Rollei XF 35;Jiffy Kodak,127 film;Electro 35,f=45mm;Vitessa 500AE.All works.

34: Group of Antique Cameras USD 400 - 500

Two Brillant,6*9 film ,Germany;one Rolleicord R5275,with leather case.All works.

35: Group of Antique Cameras USD 400 - 500

Four Antique/Vintage cameras, Kodak Brownie 120 USE FILM;Kodak Anastigmat, 128mm; Bessa 1; Kodak petite,Includes leather
case. All of work.

36: Group of 4 SPY Use Cameras USD 200 - 300

Four spy use cameras, work, with leather case. 2 inch L (Mini).

37: Late 19th Focus Premo Camera USD 600 - 650

Antique Rochester Optical, Long Focus Premo No.18 camera,works and with original stands. 44 inch L (stands)

38: Antique/Vintage Mini Camera USD 400 - 500

Minox C, 1:3,5 f=15mm, original box, works

39: Antique/Vintage Mini Camera USD 200 - 300

Rollei A 110 set, f=23mm.1:2,8,works. 2.25 inch L

40: Collection of Antique/Vintage Mini Camera USD 200 - 300

Both pieces work, Minolta-16 /Asahi pentax auto 110, with original box.
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41: German Germany WWII Security Policeman Use Binoculars USD 1,000 - 1,200

8*30, Carlzeissn Jena, over 1000 usd value

42: Chinese Antique Binoculars: Korean War period USD 1,000 - 1,200

Chinese Volunteers Army use. with Chinese army mark.

43: Early 19th France Antique Telescope USD 200 - 300

Rare and antique, black painted on brass, typical early 19th France ship capital use telescope, 31 inch long fully contracted,
telescope10.5 long.

44: 19th France Antique Telescope USD 800 - 900

All brass telescop, constructed entirely of brass and functions as a 5 piece tapered, expanding tube telescope. The telescope is in
very good cosmetic condition, 1000 usd value.14 inch length, 2 1/2 thick.

45: Early 19th France Antique Silver Telescope USD 500 - 600

Silver on brass, large five draw telescope with sun shade. Features include a sliding sun shade and pivoting eye hole cover. The
telescope is wrapped with silver. Note : with some stitching slightly loose and a few minor storage marks and light scuffs .

46: Early 19th France Antique Silver Telescope USD 800 - 900

Silver on brass, consist of five piece tapered, expanding tube telescope. The telescope is in very good cosmetic condition, 42 inch
Length when fully contracted, the telescope 12.5 long. Over 1000 usd value

47: 18-19th Antique German Telescope USD 200 - 300

A German telescope with paper machÃ© mantle, remains of former painted decorations; original glasses; four sections extend, a
turned horn looking piece.

48: Early 19th France Antique Telescope USD 200 - 250

France ship captial use telescope functions as a four piece tapered, expanding tube telescope. The telescope is in good cosmetic
condition, 31 inch fully contracted lenth, the telescope 10.5 length.
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49: Antique Eest Germany Policeman Use Binoculars USD 200 - 300

East Germany Policeman use binoculars, DE55 7AN-6

50: German Germany WWII Security Policeman Use Binoculars USD 500 - 600

8*30,Carlzeissn Jena, over 1000 usd value

51: Antique WWII Army Used Telescope USD 2,200 - 2,500

Artillery used telescope,WWII U.S.A,o-kikare m/44,M3011-612021,original artillery used box and stands. 16.5-16.5-14 inch (wood
box)

52: Antique Radio USD 300 - 400

Of square shape, the front with six chanel swith, side with volum switch, FM/AM, EMUD T7

53: Antique Candlestick Phone USD 200 - 300

1910 American antiques.Western eleciric CO. The head swivels as designed and the receiver hook moves smoothly up and down.
12.5 inch H.

54: Antique General Electric Fan USD 400 - 500

Early 20th antique electric fan, Oscillating, 3 speeds, works. 18 inch H

55: Antique General Electric Fan USD 200 - 300

Early 20th antique electric fan, Delco, 3 speeds works. 14 inch H

56: Group of Antique General Electric Fan USD 400 - 500

Before WWII, inscribed with mark. 14.5/16.5 inch H
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57: Antique/Vintage Underwood Standard Portable Typewriter USD 150 - 180

Works, USA, with German QWERTZ keyboard, with original carrying case. Scuffs to case & wear commensurate to age.

58: Antique Sewing Machine USD 100 - 120

Vintage Hamilton Beach Sewing Machine, works, with accessories manual book shown, solid sturdy in good condition, the very top
shows some use or wear. Hamilton Beach Racine WI a division of Scovill Mfg. Co., in Waterbury Conn. Company. 16 inch L

59: Antique White Rotary Sewing Machine USD 120 - 180

1890-1910,works, good condition, original case. 19 inch L

60: Antique White Rotary Sewing Machine USD 120 - 180

Fair condition. Some paint chipping and some areas of paint will come off when touched. Electric lightbulb intact.
Works,1890-1910.With original case. 15 inch L(mashine only)

61: Antique/Vintage Phonograph USD 200 - 300

Viva tonal columbia grafonola, in good condition,works.

62: Antique/Vintage Stereo Vivid Deluxe USD 400 - 500

Vintage "Stereo Vivid Deluxe" model 116 slide projector, works, with original box.

63: Antique Jydsk Aktieselskab Danish Wall Telephone USD 400 - 500

1900 Antique double bell phone,Hard wood and works.Wood and grain painted metal body with nickel plated accents. Great original
condition with original handset, bells, crank, surface and decals, a clip on the shelf to hold paper. Handset unplugs from main body.
Working magneto, one paint chip in front as seen in the photos. 26" x 10" x 10".

64: Antique Black Forest Cuckoo Clock USD 200 - 300

Pairs of antique German handcrafted Cuckoo Clock, black forest, works.
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65: Antique Early Victor Pre Dog Phonograph and Oak Horn USD 4,000 - 5,500

With the serial number of w413, talking machine record player phonograph rare Oak horn.

66: Antique Early Victor Pre Dog Phonograph and Horn USD 900 - 1,200

All original, no reproduction parts, "Pre Dog" Victor model "M" phonograph ( Pre Dog is basically, the ID tag before the dog, Nipper is
shown staring into the phonograph on the ID tag ). The tag states a model "M" with the serial number of 37604.The horn is black/
white copper on the bell. Bell 23 inch L.

67: Antique Edison Home 2/4 Minute Cylinder Record USD 1,200 - 1,800

1906 Edison Home 2/4 Minute Cylinder Record Phonograph & Horn & Horn Crane.This phonograph is in Very Good Working
Condition and comes with the large 24 inch diameter floral horn, 2/4 minute playing capability and the shaver. The reproducer was
recently refurbished.

68: 19th Antique Typewriter USD 400 - 500

Bpunsviga, Property of University of Wisconsin.

69: Antique/Vintage Argus Dualmaster Movie Projector USD 200 - 300

Antique/Vintage Argus Dualmaster Movie Projector Rare and antique Argus Dualmaster movie projector, f:1.5 23mm,works.

70: Group of Antique/Vintage Phone USD 200 - 300

Collection of three Brass telephone, Deco Tel personal telephones model NO.1440W; Black Telegrafverket phone.

71: Antique/Vintage Rollei Video USD 200 - 300

Nice and works with two lens that made in Germany,1:3,5/180 and 1:2,8/150. Large size Tyle: P11,0. 14 inch L

72: Antique Victorian Swiss Cylinder Music Box USD 800 - 900

Nice Antique circa 1890 Swiss Cylinder Music Box in Working Condition.The box measures approximately 24.5-9-6 inch and
features a marquetry inlaid top. The cylinder measures about 12.5 inch long, all present and accounted for with none broken. The
box works and has the wonderful sound, filling the room with music. The wood top is lighter in color than the rest of the case, and
there are numerous scratches and so forth from over 100 years of use.
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73: Antique 14kt Gilt Pocket Watch USD 200 - 300

ELGIN Natl.Watch Co. Pocket Watch Gold Plated Arabic/Roman Numerals White Dial

74: Antique 18kt Gilt Fahys Pocket Watch USD 300 - 350

Work, 48mm case diameter. Winds, sets, and runs. Clean dial. Case serial 5771182.

75: Antique 18kt Gilt Pocket Watch USD 300 - 350

Work, 51.7mm case diameter. Winds, sets, and runs. Clean dial. Case serial 1071378. Fine spade blue steel hands, fancy case with
intricate design through out with tri-color gold inlay.

76: Antique/Vintage Linden Five Chime Mantel Clock USD 400 - 450

Nice and good condition,works,West Germany,1050-020.18 inch H

77: Group Open-Faced Repeating Watch USD 800 - 900

Manual windeing lever movement, gilt case, hinged snap-on back, one without white enamel dial, Arabic numerals.

78: European Emperor Longcase Clock USD 400 - 500

The arch with a date dial flanked by dolphin frets, the movement with five knopped and ringed pillars, rack striking on a bell.

79: Antique/Vintage Bronze Sculpture USD 400 - 500

Vintage A. Moreau bronze sculpture "Girl On A Swing" art nouveau marble base.10.5 inch H

80: Germany Antiques Schoenner Wallet Case of Drawing USD 200 - 300

This folding cardboard case is covered with black leather and lined with green velvet. The set includes:1) 6-1/4" German silver and
steel compass with folding legs and removable pencil point, pen point, and extension bar. 2) 6" German silver and steel dividers with
adjustment screw on one leg. 3) 3-3/8" German silver and steel bow pen, bow pencil, and bow dividers. 4) 4-1/2"and 5-1/4" ebony,
German silver, and steel drawing pencils. 5) 1-3/8" cylindrical metal case with three pencil leads. The joint tightener is missing. For
Schoenner company history, see 1989.0305.05. The set probably dates to the second quarter of the 20th century.
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81: Group Antique Agate Smoking Pipe USD 300 - 400

Comprising of 19 smoking pipe, each of compressed ovoid form rising to a short cylindrical neck to flared rim. 2.2 inch H

82: Group 19th American Antique Photoegraphs USD 200 - 300

Before WW1, American family's subject, 12 are metal Photoegraphs on the first page, Dec 25th, 1882.

83: Collection of Antique Glass Photograph USD 200 - 300

Collection of 20 late 19th glass photograph, with original box.

84: Collection of Antique Tin Type Metal Photograph USD 200 - 300

Group of 13 Tin type metal photograph. A tintype, also known as a melainotype or ferrotype, is a photograph made by creating a
direct positive on a thin sheet of metal coated with a dark lacquer or enamel and used as the support for the photographic emulsion.
Tintypes enjoyed their widest use during the 1860s and 1870s, but lesser use of the medium persisted into the early 20th century.

85: Collection of Antique Tin Type Metal Photograph USD 200 - 300

Group of seven Tin type metal photograph. A tintype, also known as a melainotype or ferrotype, is a photograph made by creating a
direct positive on a thin sheet of metal coated with a dark lacquer or enamel and used as the support for the photographic emulsion.
Tintypes enjoyed their widest use during the 1860s and 1870s, but lesser use of the medium persisted into the early 20th century.

86: Group of American Antique/Vintage Tobacco Pipes USD 200 - 300

Collection of 17 nice and rare pipe.12 of them with a nice hard wood stands, carved briarwood.

87: Group of American Antique/Vintage Tobacco Pipes USD 200 - 300

Group of pipes with original hard wood stands, carved briarwood, some of them are late 19th.

88: Group of American Antique/Vintage Tobacco Pipes USD 200 - 300

Group of pipes with original hard wood stands, carved briarwood and meerschaum. Some of them are late 19th.
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89: Group of American Antique/Vintage Tobacco Meerschaum USD 400 - 500

Nice collection of 11 meerschaum pipes,carved and some of them with original box.

90: Pairs of Antique Belt USD 200 - 300

19th French antique belt, royal design, leather and bronze, commandery Sakem.

91: Antique Sun Sculpture Stereoscope and Golfing USD 400 - 500

Late 19th, Group three 3D patent,and 168 golfing stereoview cards.

92: Antique/Vintage Bronze Large Scale USD 200 - 300

Item NO.7502758. 10 kg.

93: Antique/Vintage Holland Porcelain Flatware USD 200 - 300

Large collection of 30 Holland porcelain, made of royal, in early 20th subject.

94: Pair Early 20th Copy Antique Green Ground Enamel Dish USD 800 - 1,000

Each finely incised on the interior with two birds resting on the top of floral branch, the side with Chinese characters and seal mark,
all against green enamel background, the exterior painted with bloom floral scroll, the base inscribed with Yongzheng reign mark in
underglaze blue. 8 inch Diameter; 1.7 inch H

95: 18th Kangxi Export Antique Blue&White Teapot USD 2,000 - 3,500

Of compressed globular form, flanked by a short spout and a loop handle on the sides, the exterior painted with a landscape
continuous village scene, depicting boys are talking to scholars. 7.5 inch H; 10.6 inch W

96: 18th Style Antique Glass Glazed Vase USD 6,000 - 8,000

The ovoid body rising from a spreading foot to a waisted neck flaring at the rim, covered overall in a lustrous glaze of rich
purplish-red color mottled with creamy-gray streak, with a fitted wood stand. 8.8 inch H; 4.3 inch W
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97: Early 20th Antique Export Vase USD 800 - 900

The vase with deep rounded sides and lipped rim, supported on a tall stem and flared foot encircled by three ribs, flanked by two
handles, the exterior paintd two panel, each depicting an angel surrounded by dragons, all aganist yellow glaze. 17.8 inch H

98: Antique Blue&White Large Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

The shallow rounded sides rising from a short foot, finely painted in cobalt blue, the interior with a medallion enclosing a central
peony surrouned by peony and lotus blooms amongst meandering leafy branches, encircled by a composite floral scroll below a
classic scroll band at the rim, the exterior with a similar floral scroll, with a fitted wood stand holder. 18.2 inch Diameter

99: Antique c1880 French Bronze Double Ink Well USD 200 - 300

Typical 19th French subject, with bronze stands.

100: Group Antique Iron Flatiron USD 300 - 500

Comprising of seven pieces iron, each of rhombus form, five pieces with handle.

101: Pairs Vintage Bronze Candlestands USD 100 - 120

Nice early 20th English style bronze candlestands, the handle parts made by bamboo. 20.5 inch H (the taller one)

102: Pair Vintage Brass Candlestands USD 50 - 100

Made of brass, 1950-1960.19 inch H(the taller one)

103: A collection of Porcelain Figures USD 20 - 30

Comprising of 8 pieces,3 milk white figure around 1970,2 mervyn's porcelain rabbit made around 1991,and another 3 between 1980
and 1984. 3.75 inch H(average)

104: 19th French Antique Bronze and Enamel Mirror USD 300 - 350

19th French popular royal subject enamel mirror, detailed handel,13.5 inch L
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105: Group of Antique/Vintage Medals USD 200 - 300

American antique/vintage medals, one is civi war medals.

106: Group of African Antique Mass and Jar USD 400 - 450

Collection of four African antiques, two painted mass from south African,Tribal warriors used.A nice designed jar with cowerie
shells,and a large painted wood shield.19th. 36 inch L(shield size)

107: Antique/Vintage Wood Board USD 120 - 150

All aganist green glazed, the body painted with a bell, Liberty Bell, Tavern, 1797

108: Antique Bamboo Buddha Head USD 100 - 120

Sensitively modelled as the head of buddha, depicted with a serene and meditatie countenance highlighted by a pair of downcast
eyes and pursed lips, framed by tight curls densely covering the head. 12.2 inch H; 6.3 inch W

109: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

Masterplots 15-Volume Combined Edition, by Frank N. Magill, 1964.

110: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

Collection of Nobel Prize Library

111: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

12 life history of the United States in 1963.

112: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

Set of 12,vintage books, U.S.A print, 1959, Metropolitan Seminars In Art. By John Canaday.
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113: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

Collection of 13 antique/vintage books, the Railroaders, 4th printing 1985 USA.

114: American Antique/Vintage Books USD 200 - 300

Group of 10 antique/vintage books, collier's new encyclopedia. Copyright 1921 by P.F.Collier & Son Company

115: Fine Calligraphy Painting On Lamb Skin USD 400 - 500

Of rectangular form, elegant writing with black ink, signed, framed. 32.5 inch L; 42.7 inch W

116: Chinese Antique Photo and Book USD 400 - 500

Collection of Chinese antique photo and a life magazine chinese cover.The photo is the frist batch photos into China.This one was
taken around 1901 by underwood.The life magazine, SEP 23,1966, keep confidential file record.

117: Collection of Chinese Cover Life Magazine USD 200 - 300

12 life magazine, with Chinese subject front cover, at least one relate confidential file of China.

118: Fine Chinese Plum Painting USD 600 - 800

Signed, with a dedication and two seals of the artist, a scene of plum blossom branches, framed. 34.8 inch L; 19.5 inch W

119: Fine Hongmeixiang Plum Painting USD 600 - 800

Of horizontal, illsurated landscaoe of a branch of plum, highlight in blossom floral, ink and color on paper, inscribed with a sign,
framed, 55.8 inch L; 18.5 inch W

120: Fine Chinese Bamboo Painting USD 600 - 800

Signed, the bird is vividly illustrated with powerful strokes and minimal efforts, the painting depicting the bird standing on the edge of
a bamboo branch, ink and color on paper, signed, framed. 55.8 inch L; 18.5 inch W
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121: Fine Chinese Landscape Painting USD 600 - 800

Painted in horizontal, with a scene of continuous landscape, depiting two scholars talking in pavillion, side with mountain, signed,
framed. 31.8 inch L; 24 inch W

122: Fine Chinese Fruit Painting USD 600 - 800

Tripod signed, of square shape, depicting two birds looking up fruit tree, ink and color on paper, framed. 19 inch W

123: Fine Chinese Landscape Mountain Painting USD 600 - 800

Vertical, depicted a continuous landscape scene, two scholars standing on the top of mountain with a vision view, ink and color on
painting, one signed, framed. 37.5 inch L; 18.8 inch W

124: Fine Chinese Painting USD 600 - 800

Of rectangular horizontal, depicting a man with two arms raised, signed, framed. 28.9 inch L; 18 inch W

125: Fine Qianshizhi Landscape Painting USD 600 - 800

Signed, with a realistically illsurated landscape of pavillion by the magnificent mountains, broken framed. 38.9 inch L; 22.5 inch W

126: Fine Chinese Thousands Geese Painting USD 600 - 800

Two signed, vertical painting, depicting thousands geese with a sun raise, ink and color on paper, framed. 55.8 inch L

127: Group Chinese Shou Paniting USD 600 - 800

Each depicting with a central shou character medallion surrounded by scrolling peony in full bloom, with black frame. 36.5 inch L; 25
inch W

128: Fine Chinese Landscape Painting USD 600 - 800

Signed, with a realistically illsurated landscape of pavillion by the magnificent mountains, surrounded by pine trees, ink and color on
paper. 42 inch L; 23.7 inch W
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129: Fine Qianshizhi Fish Painting USD 600 - 800

Depicting a pair of fish swimming, side with leaves branches, inscribed tripod signed, crackle glass framed. 38.9 inch L; 22.5 inch W

130: Fine Oil Painting USD 600 - 800

Depicting a landscaoe scene, pavillion surrounded by blossom florals, with ocean mountain view in front. 36 inch L; 23.9 inch W

131: Damage Vintage Oil Painting USD 600 - 800

Th paint depicting human figure, one man and one lady sit on chairs and talking; one lady laying on sofa

132: Group of Paintings USD 800 - 900

A group of five Chinese paintings, one painted with three scholars resting under a large pine tree against mountain landscape with a
small creek running down the hill, depicting a spring scene; one painted with a scene of Confucius and his attendant having a
apprentice ceremony under a big tree; one depicting two scholars talking while two boys playing under a pine tree; one painted in
bold colors with a basket of flowers and plant decoration; the last one painted with two eagles resting upon a wutong tree; all with a
dedication, and three seals of the artist, ink and colour on silk, four with hanging scroll. 12.75 - 25.9 inch W, 14 - 51 inch L,

133: Zhangdaqian signed Lady Painting USD 4,000 - 5,000

Painted in horizontal, with a scene of lady support on one side in thinking position, signed, ink on paper, glass cover.

134: Fine Qianshizhi Shrimp Painting USD 4,000 - 5,000

Horizontal, triple sign, ink on paper, shrimp is vividly illustrated with strokes and minimal efforts, framed. 38.9 inch L; 22.5 inch W

135: Zhangdaqian Scholar Painting USD 4,000 - 5,000

In square shape, depciting continuous landscape scene, depicting one scholar with head turned on his side, signed, ink and color on
paper.

136: Group Antique Japanese Music Score USD 200 - 300

Group Antique Japanese Music Score
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137: 18th Antique Flambe Glazed Vase USD 4,500 - 5,500

The globular body rising from a short foot to a tall waisted neck, covered with green glaze feathered with milky-blue and draining
from the rim, with a fitted tall rosewood table. 16.5 inch H; 9.8 inch W

138: Yuan Style Antique Blue&White Large Jar USD 100,000 - 150,000

Sturdily potted of hexagonal section, the elegant broad-shouldered body rising from a spreading flat base to a short waisted neck,
flanked by a pair of animal mask on side, painted on the exterior with four cartouches, two detailed with a pair of phoenix in flight
amidst scrolling clouds, two with animal figure scene, the glaze stopping at the base, with a tall rosewood table. 15.2 inch H; 12.8
inch W

139: Ming Sytle Antique Longquan Jar&Cover USD 4,000 - 6,000

The baluster body rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, carved around the exterior in low relief with a wide band of
leafy floral sprays above pointed upright lappets, covered overall with an olive-green glaze, with a similarly decorated cover, with a
tall rosewood table. 16.3 inch H; 9.8 inch W

140: Late Ming Or Later Antique Blue&White Pot USD 2,200 - 2,500

Of six-lobed mallow shape with gently flaring sides, the interior superbly painted in rich cobalt blue with a landscape scene, depicting
one bird perched on the rock, framed by one flying, surrounded by floral scroll, the exterior painted with six varies panel, with a fitted
rosewood tall table. 13.8 inch Diameter; 3.8 inch H

141: Minguo Antique Painting USD 500 - 600

Depicted a cricket resting on the branch of leaves, side painted with floral blossoms, signed , with wood frame.

142: 20th Antique Rosewood Table/Chairs USD 400 - 500

The table of circular form, support on a main rectangular foot; each chair arched crestrail comprised of five segments ending in
outward scrolling handgrips, the hard wood seat over plain spandereled aprons in one chair and vertical struts on the other.

143: 20th Antique Rosewood Table/Chairs USD 500 - 800

The table of circular form, support on a four rectangular leg; each chair comprised of cylindrical members, the straight crestrail
extending over the side posts, the central splate with tripartite decoration of a beaded-edge circular aperture, with red soft-matted
seat frame.

144: Late 19th Antique Hardwood Tablelate USD 1,200 - 1,500

The single panel top set within a frame and joined to scrolling everted flanges at either end, extending to shaped spandrels flanking
rectangular section legs, all supported on shaped slab feet. 9 feet W; 3 feet H
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145: Group Antique Snuff Bottle USD 600 - 800

One well hollwed and standing on a protruding oval foot ring, two of flattened rectangular form rising from an oval rim, all with
stopper. 2.3-2.8 inch H.

146: 18th or Later Carved Agate Snuff Bottle USD 4,000 - 4,500

Of ovoid form and well hollowed, naturalistically shaped as a jujube with a flattened base, the opaque skin skillfully of the body
carved in relief using the lighter portion of the stone to depict mushrooms, peanut and flower heads, fitted with a coral stopper carved
in the form of a magnolia flower mounted with silver edge, the stone of translucent amber tone with rich russet inclusions. 3.23 inch
H

147: 19th or Later Pebble Jade Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Well hollowed, smoothly polished keeping the natural irregular shape of the pebble, of ovoid form with a small mouth, built on a
recessed foot rising to a slightly spreading neck, flat lip, supported by a short ovoid foot, the smooth pale celadon stone with
enhanced russet coloration, fitted with a red stone stopper. 2.74 inch H

148: 19th or Later Jade Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Of ovoid shape and well-hollowed interior, rising from a recessed foot and carved on both sides with archaistic designs of taotie mark
with pointed ears and ruyi scrolls, the narrow sides flanked by mask-and-ring handles, with a flat lip and oval foot, the stone of even
white tone with opaque inclusions. 2.08 inch H

149: 19th or Later Pale Celadon Jade Snuff Bottle USD 1,200 - 1,400

Comprising of rounded rectangular shape, carved to both sides in low relief of small bubbles each further carved with archaistic
scrolls, the upper section formed as a knot as if the royal garment design, all supported on an ovoid concave foot rising to a waist
neck with a flat lip, without a stopper, the stone of an even pale caledon color. 2.35 inch H

150: Group 19th Antique Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 600 - 800

Comprising of five pieces, each of cylindrical bottle, two painted in cobalt blue scholars subject, and three painted in landscape
scene, all with stopper. 2.8-3.5 inch H

151: Group 19th Antique Jade Snuff Bottle USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each comprising a flat ovoid form tapering at the foot, with sloping shoulders, flat lip, supported by an oval foot rim, one flanked by a
pair of lion mask handles with loop rings; the other depicted a boy ridding horse, all with glass stopper. 2.8-3.4 inch H

152: 18-19th Antique Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 1,000 - 1,200

Consist of three pieces, first one of rectagular form, painted in cobalt blue of Chinese character on each side; second in ovoid form,
the surface painted in scholar subject, all against black glaze ground; last one of greenish-yellow glaze, in the form of citrons figure,
all with stopper. 2.6-3.1 inch H
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153: Group 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Pendant USD 600 - 800

Consist of eight pieces, each of translucent variegated apple-green color, one of circular plaque mounted with a gold shou character.

154: Group 18-19th Antique Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Consist of six pieces, each is well hollowed, four of upright rectangular form, a round lip around a wide mouth, the body molded with
various scene: Bogu, Chinese characters, Bagua and grasshopper; one of rectangualar form, painted in cobalt blue of "Shou", one of
cylindrical form in a scene of continuous army scene, all with stopper. 2.4-3.2 inch H

155: Group Inside Paint Glass Snuff Bottle USD 1,000 - 1,200

One of flattened globular form with short waisted neck, supported on an oval foot, both inside painted with a lively flock of birds flying
over reeds; three of flat ovoid form, painted in landscape scene and continuous scene, one without stopper. 2.5-3.1 inch H

156: Group 19th Antique Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Each of flattened rectangular form rising from an oval rim, one of glass flanked by a pair of lion mask handles with loop rings, both
side carved lotus peach branches; one of greenish crystal carved with branches; the last one of boxwood, one side painted with a
crane standing, with pine tree on side, the reverse depicted a lady in sitting position reading, all with stopper. 2.6-2.8 inch HNote: one
stopper has a crackle

157: 19th Antique Enamel On Copper Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Comprising a flat ovoid form tapering slightly at the foot, the exterior painted with two panel, depicting boys playing under tree. 2.5
inch HNote: one crackle on side

158: Yongzheng Antique Glass Snuff Bottle USD 1,200 - 1,400

The bottle of rectangular form with cut corners, with blue aquamarine stopper. 1.8 inch H

159: Pair Early 20th Antique Export Dishes USD 500 - 600

The shallow rounded sides with lobed rounded sides, the interior decorated with floral butterfly landscape, central pine tree and
bridge, the base inscribed with four characters in iron-red. 9.8 inch Diameter

160: Pair Early 20th Antique Export Dishes USD 500 - 600

Each of hexagonal form, painted with leaves surmonted, encircled by iron badge, the base inscribed with four characters in iron-red.
10.6 inch Diameter
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161: Pair Early 20th Antique Yellow Glazed Export Dishes USD 500 - 600

Each superbly potted, the everted rim curving to an open work, the interior painted centering an angel, surmounted by dragon, all
aganist creamy-yellow glaze, the base inscribed with four-characters. 10.3 inch Diameter

162: Damage Tang Style Buddha Figure USD 1,200 - 2,000

Of rectangular form, meticulously and skillfully carved on one side with Buddha seated in vajraparyankasana on a double lotus
pedestal above a waisted multi-tiered base, the right hand raised in holding an upright vajra, the lower left hand holding a ghanta at
the waist, with tight curls. 24.5 inch H; 13.5 inch W

163: Early 20th Style Antique Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

The baluster body rising from a recessed base to a short straight neck, flanked with two animal mask handle, the exterior painted
with a pavillion landscape view against mountain in the background, with a fitted wood stand. 11.5 inch H; 8.5 inch WNote: One
piece loophole on the wood stand.

164: 19th Style Antique Langyao Red Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,800

The pear shaped body rising from a short spreading foot to a tall waisted neck set with a pair of animal head handles, the exterior
covered with red glaze, the interior and the base left white, the base inscribed with Taokuang mark in underglaze blue. 11.5 inch H;
8.5 inch W

165: Pair 19th Style Antique Jar USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each of ovoid body surmounted by a short slightly waisted neck. the exterior painted with four panels, two landscape scene, two
continuous scene, depicting a bird resting on the top of blossom floral, butterfly is flying between, the other panels with the subject of
pavillion ladies and scholars talking, similary to the cover. 16.5 inch H; 10.5 inch W

166: Late Ming Jiajing Wanli Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 900

The rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a slightly everted rim, the interior centering with the bloom floral under
inky-blue tone, the glaze stop at the base. 9.5 inch Diameter; 2 inch H

167: 17-18th Style Antique Blue&White Teapot USD 1,200 - 1,800

Of ovoid form, with overstrung handle, flanked by a short spout, the exterior painted in a continuous scene, depicting two schlars
talking, the handle painted with floral and leafy. 7.6 inch H; 6.5 inch W

168: 19th or Later Gilt Bronze Guru USD 4,500 - 5,500

Seated in dhyanasana on two rectangular cushions intricately detailed with cartouches depicting sprays of blossoming lotus reserved
on diaper patterns, his both hands raised in vitarkamudra, dressed in voluminous patchwork robes embroidered with lotus medallions
and hems incised in floral scrolls, the face with engaged expression and steady gaze, flanked by pendulous ears. 5.63 inch H, 4.27
inch W
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169: Ming Wanli Style Antique Blue&White Tripod Censer USD 2,000 - 2,400

Of slightly compressed ovoid form with upswept handles, supported by three face-mask, the exterior painted with a continuous scene
depiting scholoars playing go game, and boys standing on the side. 6.5 inch H; 5.5 inch W

170: 18-19th Antique Gilt Guru USD 2,500 - 2,800

Seated in dhyanasana on a double-layer rectangular base, the right hand raised in abhayamudra and the left hand held in
dhyanamudra, wearing loose-fitting garments falling in crisp folds. 3.6 inch W, 6.3 inch H

171: 18th Antique Gilt Bronze Figure Guanyin USD 4,000 - 5,000

The crowned and bejeweled figure seated dhayanasana with both hands resting in dhyana mudra and lobed ribbon rising along her
arms across her shoulder, wearing a long jewelled dhoti around the waist, with large earrings below the crown, the front of the
waist-ed plinth cast with opposing bands of lotus petals and two protruding lotus blossoms, inlaid around the crown, earrings,
necklace, and bracelets with turquoise stones. 10.6 inch H

172: Qianlong Mark, Antique Ewer USD 3,000 - 4,000

The flattened globular raised on a spreading base with tall neck, serpentine an elephant shape spout and looping bracket handle
applied with a lug, the exterior painted with dense floarl scroll, all against greenish-glazed background, the base inscribed with
Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue. 8 inch H; 6 inch W

173: Ming Antique Wanli Blue&White Jar USD 8,500 - 12,000

The rounded sides braes, each from a square base to a square shoulders, each face painted with a floral bloom, below leafy and
branches, with a fitted wood stand. 5.5 inch H; 4.4 inch W

174: Song Antique Celadon Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,500

Seated in dhyanasana, set in a niche within a celadon rockwork shrine, dressed in long flowing robes enclosing above the head,
flanked by two attendants at the lower section. 6.5 inch H; 3.8 inch W

175: Group 18th Style Antique Vase and Washer USD 900 - 1,200

The vase of the sldender baluster body rising from a separable spreading foot to a slender neck and flared rim, the body covered
with peachbloom-glaze; the washer of compressed circular form, covered in a rich rasberry red glaze. 2.5-7.8 inch H; 2.3-6.3 inch W

176: Ming Antique Cizhou Pottery Figure USD 1,200 - 1,500

The elegant standing figure on a lotus base, clothed in a long-sleeved pleated gown, with hands joined in the front, applied with a
white slip and transparent glaze stopping at the foot. 16.8 inch H; 5.5 inch W
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177: Ming Antique White Glazed Vase USD 8,000 - 12,000

The sumptuous globular body surmounted by a neck of elegant cylindrical form, slightly flaring as it emanates from the shoulder, the
neck decorated with a pair of elephant head C-shaped handle, the upper section enclosing with upright petal lappets, with a fitted
wood stand. 10.8 inch H; 5 inch W

178: Song Style Antique Celadon Guanyin USD 3,000 - 4,000

Of pale celadon color, cast seated in lalitasana on a base, one with high cowl and hands beneath her robes, wearing a dhoti
embellished with beaded jewellery. 11.8 inch H; 5.8 inch W

179: Pair Antique Blue&White Cup USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each of conical form with wide flaring sides rising from a tall stem and flared foot, the exteriror painted with Chinese character,
similar with the cup stand, the base inscribed with Wenxinzhai Mark. 2.5 inch H; 3.5 inch Diameter

180: Pair 18th Style Antique Peachbloom-Glazed Vase USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each potted with a conical body surmounted by a slender neck, all beneath a grey-tinged crimson-red glaze characteristically
suffused with shades of lighter greenish-beige spots inmtating the sking of a ripening peach, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign
mark in underglaze blue. 7.8 inch H; 3.2 inch W

181: Yuan or Later Antique Junyao Dish USD 1,200 - 1,400

Of shallow circular form with flanged everted rim, covered all over in a very fine lavender-blue glaze, the interior with two purple
splash from the rim. 8.2 inch Diameter; 1.7 inch H

182: Late 19th Famille Rose Luohan USD 800 - 1,200

Seated in bhadrasana with both legs pendent, with one hand resting on his raised knee and leaning on the other arm, wearing a long
loose robe open at the chest and gathered around him, his smiling face flanked by pendulous earlobes. 10.2 inch H; 5.8 inch W

183: Pair Song Antique White Glazed Dishes USD 2,000 - 2,200

Each of shallow rouded sides to an everted pie-crust rim, covered overall with a creamy-white glaze save for an unglazed ring. 4.1
inch Diameter; 1.6 inch H

184: 18th or Later Carved Bamboo Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,500

Coiffed in a high top knot, elaborately bejeweled, and attired in flowing robes, hood loosely covering a high crowned chignon above a
serene expression above a chest adorned in elaborate jewels, the Bodhisattva of Compassion depicted seated in the lalitasana
posture of royal ease atop a rocky plinth adjacent to a bundled pile of scrolls while clutching an additional scroll in her left hand, the
wood of reddish brown hue. 9 inch H
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185: 19th or Later Antique Carved Zitan Figure USD 1,200 - 1,400

Of irregular form, deeply carved in open worrk with a figure standing on a rocky ledge resting his left hand on a prominent rock, his
right hand raised and touched his beard, the figure further depicted wearing loose lobe and a smiling expression, all below a
well-carved pine tree, all supported by jagged rocks framed by a gnarled pine tree. 6.45 inch H, 4.54 inch W

186: Ming Antique Gilt Bronze Kuixing Diandou USD 800 - 1,200

The deity standing firmly on his feet, holding an ingot in his left hand raised over his head and right hand holding posture in lower
position, revealing the scene of kuixing dian dou, his face with fierce expression, wearing a dhoti and a scarf billowing across each
arm, his upper body left naked, revealing strong figure, on a square base. 10.7 inch H

187: Pair Antique White Glazed USD 800 - 900

Each of the elephant form, standing four-square with the trunk and tail swept to the right side of the body, one boy/girl is setting on
the top of the back, the side carved with ruyi, applied overall in creamy-white tone. 7.7 inch H; 5.5 inch W

188: Ming Style Gilt Bronze Medicine Buddha USD 4,000 - 6,000

The broad-faced figure with downcast eyes and domical ushnisha holding a begging bowl as he sits dhyanasana on a double lotus
plinth further supported by a four-tiered base, wearing a shawl draped over the left shoulder revealing the bare chest, the face with a
meditative expression, the hair gathered in tight curls surmounted by a domed ushnisha, the surfaces showing remains of gilt lacquer
and pigments. 12.5 inch H

189: 19th or Later Pair Peking Glass and Jade Necklace USD 500 - 600

Two peking glass and jade necklaces, one comprising of fifty seven peking glass beads of rounded circular shape in rich blue color,
leading to a carved jade pendant of twisted ropes shape intricately carved in open work, the jade stone of celadon color; the other
one comprising of forty circular peking glass beads of rounded circular shape in rich red color, spaced by two small carved white jade
pendant in circular shape, reticulated double 'xi' character and bird resting on a branch, terminating to a circular burnt jade pendant
carved with ruyi clouds and animal patterns. 12.75 -13.25 inch L

190: Ancient Chinese Antique Agate Necklace USD 4,000 - 4,500

The necklace of various shapes and colors of agate, spaced by two pieces jade pendants, one carved in a twist dragon, the other
turtle shape, its head and tail tucked inside its carapace, the shell naturalistically detailed with hexagonal incisions. 12 inch L

191: Ming Style Gilt Bronze Songzi Guanyin USD 6,000 - 8,000

Seated in rajalalitasana wearing a large pierced crown centered with Amitabha, flanked by smaller figures of an acolyte and donors
in official's caps, the high crown centered by Amitabha Buddha and the body adorned in elaborate jewels, the right hand in
varadamudra and the left in abhayamudra, flanked by a boy and a girl standing on the ruyi clouds of the base, with traces of pigment
to the face, back of the crown, and hair. 20 inch H

192: Certified Antique Agarwood Prayer Beads USD 12,000 - 15,000

Comprising of 108 agarwood beads, spaced by thtree agate beads, suspend with a rectangular wood, with a certification. 1.1 inch
Diameter
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193: Certified Antique Agate Beads With Certificate USD 8,000 - 12,000

Comprising of 108 agate beads, with a cerfication. 1.1 inch Diameter

194: Pair Ancient Style Necklace USD 2,000 - 2,200

Comprising of one agate necklace and one prayer bead; the agate necklace of 136 agate beads spaced by eight dragonfly beads
together with three separate carved wood monkeys in seated position with legs tucked in to the stomach, each holding a peach in
hands; the prayer beads comprising of thirteen silver enamalled beads of oval shape mixed with blue color base, each flanked by
small white thin plates. 4.5 - 17.5 inch L

195: 19th or Later Magnifying Glass with Jade Hook Handle USD 1,500 - 1,800

The hook carved with a chilong with drilled jawline facing a chilong with trailing vine deeply undercut from the curving handle
confronting a dragon-head terminal, the back with a circular knob for attachment, now attached to a magnifying glass with gilt metal
fittings, the matrix displaying a faint gray-green cast with patches of pin-point white inclusions. 8.10 inch H, 4.02 inch Diameters

196: Group Antique Jade Garment Hook USD 4,000 - 5,000

Comprising of six, each carved shaft decorated with the head of a dragon with a slender neck forming the hook, the underside with a
palin oval button.

197: Ming Antique Gilt Bronze Guanyin and Boy USD 800 - 1,200

Cast seated at ease on a circular base with her right hand resting on her right knee and left hand holding a small boy at her side,
wearing a flowing skirt decorated with a floral border, the head turned slightly to one side and with a serene expression, richly gilded
overall save for the long braided hair falling down over the shoulders, the base supported by six inverted feet forming ruyi shapes at
the edge. 9 inch H

198: Group of 4 Han Dynasty dragonfly’s eyes beads USD 200 - 300

4 pieces of the dragonfly’s eye beads, each in round shape with pierced holes in the center

199: Ming Style Antique Cizhou Pillow USD 3,000 - 4,000

Of rectangular form, the top centering painted with two man riding horse, each corner decorated with floral bloom, two sides with one
Chinese character, applied with white and yellow-rown glaze. 15 inch W; 4 inch H

200: 18-19th Antique Bamboo Guanyin USD 1,200 - 1,800

The seated bodhisattva, wearing long flowing robes open at the chest revealing a beaded necklace, the hair neatly parted and pulled
back above the serene face, all supported on a pierced rockwork base with a book on the left hand. 9.3 inch H; 6 inch W
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201: Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 3,000 - 5,000

Well cast and portrayed seated in vajraparyankasana, the serene face with a downcast gaze and a meditative expression, seated in
vajraparyankasana, flanked by long pendulous earlobes adorned with wheel-shaped earings, all supported on a beaded-edged
double-lotus pedestal. 7.8 inch H; 4.8 inch W

202: Chinese Antique Ancient Jade Pendant USD 4,000 - 6,000

Comprising of an ancient jade pendant, the tassel consists of various kinds of gem stones, the jade stone skilfully depicted in a
playful forward-crouching pose with the front paws flanking its jaws, the lustrous celadon stone with a yellow and russet inclusions,
followed by a silver ornament flanked by coral beads, leading to a string of coral beaded tassel each with an ornament, the top
dragonfly bead suspending to a white jade cicada. 6.55 inch L

203: 18th Antique Gilt Bronze Bell USD 12,000 - 15,000

The large bell finely cast, suspended from a double-headed dragon handle, each beast powerfully cast with eyes bulging and nostrils
flaring above long curling whiskers, the two scaly bodies intertwined and crouching in ambush, divided by two rectangular panels,
inscribed with Kangxi sishisan nian. 10.5 inch H

204: 18-19th Antique Brushpot USD 1,500 - 1,800

Of conical form broadening at the mouth, the body modeled self-referentially as a rock with surface textures and hollows carefully
carved.,the base inscribed with a seal mark. 4.3 inch HNote: Sold by Lee's Auction, London 1945 as 800 GBP

205: 18th Antique Tibet Gilt Bronze Tara USD 2,200 - 2,500

Cast seated in lalitasana on a double lotus base, both hand holding a child, wearing a dhoti embellished with beaded jewellery. 6.3
inch H; 4.5 inch W

206: Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,500

Seated in vajraparyankasana with hands in bhumishparsha mudra, his right hand in bhumisparsamudra and his left in dhyanamudra
supporting a pearl, further portrayed with a serene countenance framed by a pair of pierced long pendulous earlobes. 4.8 inch H; 2.8
inch W

207: 18th Antique Gilt Bronze Guanyin USD 20,000 - 30,000

The figure seated in dhyanasana, the right hand in bhumisparsamudra, the left hand in abhayamudra, wearing a dhoti and shawl, the
face with serene expression and downcast eyes, supporting a pierced crown. 14.5 inch H; 9.5 inch W

208: 18th Style Antique Cloisonne Enamel Tripod Censer&Cover USD 80,000 - 120,000

The globular body supported on three cabriole legs issuing from ruyi, the shoulder encircled by a band of raised lappets and
surmounted by a waisted neck with a galleried rim, flanked by a pair of ruyi handles, finely decorated with archaistic motifs, the cover
similary decorated with open-work shou character. 30.6 inch H; 18.5 inch W
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209: Group 18th Antique Collection USD 6,000 - 8,000

The box of hexagonal shape, each tier with a single row of pommels alternating on each level, all supported on a slightly splayed
base, the first tier includes one shallow flat-base washer, one fish form jade pendant and six ancient jade pieces; second tier with
one recumbent jade horse, gilt bronze garment hook; third tier with one Qianlong mark glass glazed dish, both interior and exterior
painted cloud scroll.

210: Meiji Period Large Iron Teapot USD 600 - 800

The short flared foot rising to the ovoid body, the outward-turned spout below the square overstrung handles. 10.2 inch W

211: Meiji Period Iron Teapot USD 600 - 800

The short flared foot rising to the ovoid body, the outward-turned spout below the square overstrung handles. 8.5 inch W

212: Group of Chinese Antique Collection USD 4,000 - 4,500

The local consignor collects several jade pendants, small bronze seals, procelain lotus form brushwasher and turquoise necklace;
the box of rectangular form with cut corners, supported on a straight foot.

213: Group of Chinese Antique Jade USD 800 - 900

Comprising of three pieces of jade carvings; one celadon jade bracelet, formed by two dragon heads confronting together holding a
pearl in between, the ring further detailed with dragons' jaws and manes; one agate carved in the form of a cicada with feet tucked
underneath its body, the long wings gathered behind its back, further detailed with eyes and veins around the body, the stone of
translucent hue with russet inclusion; one raw pebble jade or irregular oval shape, the stone of celadon hue with russet veinings.
2.19 - 2.94 inch H, 1.02 - 2.72 inch W

214: Pair Late 19th Style Antique Yixing Zisha Jar USD 600 - 800

Carved on one side with billowing willow branches, the reverse with Chinese character, the base with a seal mark, the well-fitted
cover. 4.2 inch H; 4.8 inch W

215: Group Ming Style Antique Inkstone USD 2,000 - 2,500

One of traperzoidal shape, the smooth grinding surface sloping downwards to form the water trough; the other of boat-shaped
outline, the gently bulging grinding surface sloping downwards to form the curved water trough. 6.5-7.5 inch W; 1.2-1.4 inch H

216: Group Four Antique  Jade Pendants USD 1,200 - 1,500

Three of rectangular form, carved in low relief to one side with a continuous landscape scene, depiting a scholar and a boy standing
on the bridge, two ducks swimming in pond, one tree on side; second, a scholoar is resting with boy and horse, the top carved with
bats, both reverse with a four-character inscription; tird with a boy carring two fishes on his shoulder pole, the reverse with a seal
inscription; fourth of square form, carved in low relief of an animal, the back with a seal inscription. 2.2-2.7 inch L; 16-1.8 inch W
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217: Group Antique Four Jade Pendants USD 1,000 - 1,200

One depicted with spined carapace and eight hooked legs characteristic of a mitten crab, its crossed pincers raised in front of its
mouth; second of rounded sdeis divided into eight petal-shaped lobes, the surface carved in low relief of branch spray; the other two
of 18th style celadon jade, one depicted recumbent with its forelegs bent and hind legs tuncked underneath its body, its head turned
sharply to the left, its bushy tail curled alongside its left haunch; fourth of melon shape, the stone of celadon tone with traces of a
russet skin. 2-2.5 inch L;

218: 18-19th Antique Duan Inkstone USD 3,000 - 4,000

Of tapered bell outline with rounded corners, the smooth sunken palette emptying into a crescent-shaped ink-pool, the top carved
with sinuous dragons amid swirling clouds, around carved in low relief with cloud scroll. 10 inch L; 7.5 inch W

219: Antique Malachite Carving USD 1,000 - 1,200

In the form of a recumbent foo-dog, a seated lady holding a scroll in one hand, wearing a loose-fitting short -sleeved robe falling in
folds and open at the chest to reveal an elaborate necklace, the side with attandent. all fitted in wood stand. 8.2 inch H; 7 inch W

220: Late 19th Antique Yixing Zisha Jar&Cover USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of ovoid form, supported on a short straight foot, one side carved with "Hou De Zai Wu", the cover carved in seven Chinese
character, the base inscribed with a seal mark. 5.8 inch H; 5.8 inch W

221: 17-18th or Later Group of Ancient Style Carvings USD 800 - 1,000

Comprising of six carved figures, one carved in the form of a recumbent horse with its head turned sharply to the back, the stone of
creamy white hue with gray inclusions; one transparent crystal stone well carved in the round as a rabbit with circular eyes, incised
whiskers and flattened ears, reclining with its forepaws stretched out under its face; one jade stone carved in the form of an elephant
with a blanket covered across its body, detailed with large ears, long and curled trunk, the stone of creamy hue with black and russet
patches; one celadon jade stone carved in the shape of cicada with opaque white dots; a pair of agate figures of translucent hue with
russet veins.

222: 19th Chinese Antique Huanghuali Brush Holder USD 2,500 - 3,500

Of cylindrical form with thick walls and flat-rimmed, the thick walls displaying a slight concave profile between the rounded extruding
edge on the flat rim and another along the base that melds into three low curved feet, the varied grain highlighted with a subtle polish
and the center hole on the base filled with a domed wood plug, the wood of a reddish amber tone. 7.95 inch H, 8.12 inch Diameters

223: Liao/Jin Nasty Group Antique Gilt Bronze Belt Buckles USD 800 - 900

Each of rectangular form, two cast depicting a man ridding a horse, with one hand holding weapon. 2.3 inch L; 1.3 inch W

224: 18th or Later White Jade Hook USD 1,200 - 1,500

Carved in the form of a horse, deftly carved reclining with its head turned towards its tail, its body elegantly curved, with the muscular
legs tucked under the belly and its tail curled alongside its hind leg, reversed with two buttons one carved in the shape of a head of
mythical beast, the other carved with 'bagua' pattern, the smooth celadon stone with light russet vein.
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225: Early 20th Style Green-Ground Antique Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The cylindrical body rising to a short waisted neck with a gently flared rim, flanked by a pair of elephant handles, painted delicately in
soft pastels on each opposing side with panels of fingures amongst a mountainous detailed with pavilions and pine trees, against a
green ground with dense sgraffiato scrollwork and enamelled floral sprays, the base inscribed with four Chinese characters in
iron-red, a fitted wood stand. 14.8 inch H; 10.8 inch WNote: wood stand one piece broke

226: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Bowl USD 2,000 - 2,500

Finely potted with a six-lobed rim, resting on a splayed foot, the exterior decorated with cloud scroll, applied overall with a smooth
sage-green glaze, with a fitted wood stand. 5.1 inch H; 6.6 inch W

227: Song Style Antique Jian Ware Tea Bowl USD 800 - 1,200

Well potted, applied on the interior and exterior with a black glaze painted with russet streaks deizzling down the sides, falling short
of the rim and above the neatly cut fot, revealing a reddish-brown stoneware. 5.5 inch Diameter; 2 inch H

228: Song Antique White Glazed Cup USD 800 - 1,200

With the gently rounded sides rising at an angle from a short tapered foot to a lobed rim, covered overall with a creamy white glaze.
5.3 inch W; 1.7 inch H

229: Late Ming Copy Antique Blue&White Censer USD 2,500 - 2,800

Of bobme form, painted to the exterior with two dragons confronting a "flaming pearl" among clouds, , flanked by a pair of
dragon-head handles, the base inscribed with Jiajing reign mark in underglaze blue, with a fitted wood stand. 5.2 inch H; 8.8 inch W

230: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Ewer USD 12,000 - 15,000

The compressed globular body supported on a spreading foot, the shoulder moulded with two raised fillets. surmounted by a
cylindrical neck, set with a curved spout and loop handle, the exterior freely carved with cloud scrolls, covered overall in a translucent
pale olive-green glaze. 8.3 inch H; 7.2 inch W

231: Late 19th Pair Famille Rose Tea Cups USD 600 - 800

Each delicately potted of rounded well with flared rim and a short straight foot, the exterior spiritedly enameled with a human figure
scene depicting each person has its own attitude, same with the cover and the cup stand, the base inscribed with Taokuang seal
mark in iron-red. 4 inch Diameter; 4.1 inch H

232: Pair 18th Antique Famille Rose Bowl USD 5,500 - 6,500

Each foliate-moulded bowl decorated with a bird resting on the top of floral branch, its head turned on the side, similiar with the
cover, the base inscribed with Qianlong reign mark in iron-red. 4.3 inch H; 5.2 inch Diameter
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233: Pair 18th Antique Peach Bloom Teacup USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each molded with deep round body and conforming flared foot, the associate cup stand canted rim and spreading foot with
overlapping bordering the cusion support for the cup, applied overall with a reddish and greyish-pink curshed fruit tone, the base
unglazed. 2.1 imch H; 2.7 inch W

234: Group of Ancient Style Jade Bi USD 2,500 - 3,000

Comprising of three pieces of jade bis, one of oval form with a central aperture, the softly polished stone of a greenish-celadon
colour variegated with areas of russet, creamy white and brown; one of rounded rectangular form with a large central aperture, the
stone of a celadon color with light russet veinings; the last one of irregular circular form with a central aperture, the stone of a
translucent white color with rich russet inclusions. 1.74-2.95 inch L; 1.64-2.43 inch W

235: Group 18-19th Style Antique Burnt Jade Pendants USD 600 - 800

One of circular form, carved with a continuous scene, a boy on side; the other carved with two sinuous chilong, all pierced to thread
a string tassle. 2.2 inch W

236: Group Ming Style Antique Jade Figures USD 1,200 - 1,400

Consist of four pieces, two of goose shape, carved recumbent with head turned sharply the back, its feet tucked beneath and its
wings folded to the side and simply outlined; one goose crested head with long elegant neck turned back over the body and clasping
a millet spray in its beak; the last one rendered as a fish, the side with a long stem of lotus lead extended across its body. 1.6-2.6
inch L

237: Group Ming Style Antique Chicken Bone Jade USD 1,000 - 1,200

One of circular form, connected to two interlocking loose rings; second carved with coiling with its muzzle touching its tail, third
depicted with a lady in circular form. 1.7-2.3 inch W

238: 19th or Later Carved HuangYang Wood Cup USD 3,500 - 4,500

The wood of a warm chestnut-brown tone, modelled with flaring sides rising to a bracket-lobed rim from a small foot of conforming
shape, decorated in low relief around the exterior with a frieze of taotie masks against a dense leiwen ground, beneath a key-fret
band encircling the mouth, carved in high relief with three chilong with sinuous bodies and bifurcated tails clambering up on one side,
reticulated with a further pair grasping the rim on the opposite side forming the handle. 3.7 inch H; 5 inch W

239: 19th or Later Agarwood Cup with Zitan Wood Stand USD 2,200 - 2,600

The tapered agarwood carved on the exterior with an irregular surface with subtle ridges and knots simulating a tree trunk, one side
detailed in high relief with a gnarled branch and thin twigs issuing prunus blossoms of varying sizes and extending across the
exterior and onto the interior of the cup, further carved with pine tree branches and bamboo leaves, the wood patinated to a dark
brown color lightening a warm amber tone towards the mouthrim, carved Zitan wood stand with gnarld prunus branches, lingzhi
sprays, and bamboo leaves. 6.25 inch H
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240: Late 19th Carved Huangyang Wood Incense Pot USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of tall cylindrical form, the body well carved in relief and openwork with a continuous scene finely reticulated with interlocking
archaistic scroll, supported by a slightly flare foot surrounding a circular base, the domed cover finely surmounted by a chestnut
shape final with circular rib around the base of the knop and the rim of the cover, the wood of reddish honey patinaed hue. 10.9 inch
H

241: Group Ming Style Jade Carvings USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of four pieces of carved jade figures, one carved as a recumbent mythical beast resting its head on its back, its bushy tail
swiped on its hind; one carved as a group figure of a mythical beast lying down on its side with one cub climbering towards the large
one touching its face, a butterfly carved between them, supported by a large piece of leaf; one carved as a large reclining water
bufflo with its head turned to the right while a small monkey climbering on its back towards its horn; the last one is jade cover, of
circular form, surface carved in elephant subject, all stone of mottled grayish-creamy hue with russet inclusions.

242: 18th Antique Langyao Red Glazed Vase USD 2,200 - 2,800

The globular body rising from a splayed foot to a tall slightly waisted neck and flaring mouth, covered with a warm strawberry-red
glaze, the base inscribed with Qianlong reign mark in underglaze blue. 15 inch H; 9.5 ich W

243: 19th or Later HuangYang Wood Brushrest USD 800 - 900

Naturalistically carved in relief as a section of a gnarled tree trunk emulating the gnarled twists and grooves of a tree trunk issuing
boughs of blossoming prunus flowers and buds, with a branch of blossoming prunus emerging from one side, the five-petal flowers
accentuated by the well-defined stamens, all raised on pierced jagged rocks. 6.62 inch L, 2.23 inch H

244: 18-19th or Later Group of Jace Carvings USD 800 - 900

Comprising of five pieces of jade carvings, one carved as a mythical beast depicted recumbent with its head turned to the right, the
stone of an even celadon color with russet inclusions; one carved as group melons with a chilong dragon climbering on top, the
stone of celadon hue with russet inclusions; one carved as a recumbent mythical beast with its head resting on its front paws, the
stone of celadon hue with opaque white inclusions; one carved with a pair of cats confronting each other in a reclining position; the
last one carved as a circular jade plaque with archaistic patterns on the surface. 1.77-2.64 inch L, 0.89-2.06 inch W

245: Antique Bronze Censer USD 400 - 500

The ovoid body rising from a splayed foot, with an openwork cover, of mottled russet and pale olive greens. 8.7 inch H; 4.8 inch W

246: Early 20th Carved Bamboo Censer USD 900 - 1,200

The compressed globular body rising from three lion-head and paw cabriole legs and set at the shoulder with a pair of lion-shaped
handles, carved in low relief around the exterior with archaistic taotie mark with flaming patterns, the domed cover carved with
reticulated lotus strapwork , the knop carved as a large chilong dragon crouching around a large pearl final. 7 inch H

247: 19th Style Antique Bronze Tripod Censer USD 800 - 900

The compressed globular body rising from three short tapering feet to a flared rim, flanked by a pair of upright loop handles, the
bronze painted to a warm brown tone, the base inscribed with four-character. 6.5 inch W; 5.8 inch H
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248: Late 19th Bronze Censer USD 800 - 900

Of circular section with bulging sides and a flate base, the handle in the form of dragon mask, the base inscribed with one character,
all supported on three feet stand, with a fitted openwork cover. 4.2 inch W; 3.6 inch H

249: Group 19th Style Antique Bronze Censer USD 800 - 900

One of the compressed globular body supported by three conical feet, with a pair of loop handles rising upright from the flared rim,
the base inscribed with four-character mark; one of globular body rising from a slightly spreading foot to a flared rim, flanked by a
pair of handles cast in the form of stylized halberds, the base inscribed with Xuande mark. 2.7-3.3 inch H; 6 inch W

250: 17-18th or Later White Jade Hook USD 900 - 1,000

The garment hook intricately carved in the form of a recumbent deer with three legs tucked beneath its body and the left foreleg
slightly bent, its head turned backwards, grasping a lingzhi spray in its mouth, a bat in flight on its hind leg, the horned head detailed
with almond eyes, reversed concave base carved with one hook with taotie mark, the circular knot carved with bagua pattern, the
stone of pale celadon color with little russet inclusions. 2.64 inch L, 1.78 inch W

251: 18-19th or Later Zitan Wood Brush Washer USD 1,600 - 1,800

Of ruyi cloud form, hollowed and inward curled at the edges forming a recessed platform, one side with a clambering chilong chasing
a pearl below the rim, above a group of ruyi cloud at the underside, upward surrounding the chilong overflowing into the vessel with
curled ruyi edge, the wood of dark purple patina. 5.37 inch L, 4.70 inch W

252: 17th or Later Pair Burnt Jade Carving USD 800 - 1,000

One carved as a pair of cats finely depicted in openwork lying recumbent and nestling head to tail, each with its mane finely detailed
with incisions, the smoothly polished stone of a rich grayish-white colour highlighted with patches of russet skin; another one carved
in the form of a wan pattern, further decorated with a crossing lingzhi sprays tied by a ribbon, the stone of gray color with black
specks. 1.42-2.16 inch L

253: 19th or Later Carved Bamboo Ruyi USD 800 - 900

Elegantly carved and undercut as a lingzhi stem with three entwined branches, the central branch with numerous lingzhi heads
forming a cascade of whorls, an extremely large lingzhi frond forming the terminal surrounded by a chorus of small heads arranged
in tiers, the fungus in the middle carved with a bat in flight resting on top, the details all carefully rendered both on the surface and on
the underside. 12.8 inch L

254: 19th Antique Carved Zitan  Ruyi USD 2,200 - 2,800

Superbly conceived as a gnarledÂ  lingzhi Â fungus branch, the terminalÂ deeply carved and undercut in the form of a largeÂ 
lingzhiÂ  fungus, the gnarledÂ branch entwined with a smaller rope-like branch bearingÂ long and slender leaves, the wood of rich
dark purple tone with a black patina.

255: 19th Zitan Carved Ruyi Sceptre USD 1,800 - 2,000

The slender, elegant arched shafrt of deep brown tone, the terminal in the form of ruyi head. 17.7 inhch L; 4.5 inch W
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256: 18-19th Antique Carved Zitan Sceptre USD 2,200 - 2,500

The terminal naturalistically carved in openwork depicting ruyi head, issuing from a crooked shaft. 15.8 inch L; 4.5 inch W

257: 17-18th or Later Three of Burnt Jade Group Carving USD 800 - 1,000

One carved as a pair of horse each depicted recumbent with their forelegs bent and hind legs tucked underneath its body, their head
turned sharply towards each other with the larger one grasping a lotus leaf in its mouth, the smoothly polished stone of a grayish
white tone with celadon and russet inclusions; the other two carved as circular pendants with concave beaded edges, enclosing a
dragon with flaming pearl and ruyi clouds in the middle. 2.15 inch Diameters, 2.23 inch L, 1.08 inch H

258: 18-19th or Later Pair White Jade Washer USD 800 - 1,200

One finely carved as a shallow lotus leaf curling at the edges, all supported on a ribbon tied bouquet of lotus leaves and blossoms, to
the central part a large carp fish resting within, the stone of pale celadon tone with little russet inclusions; one carved in the form of
half of a curled lotus leaf, the underside carved with veining radiating outward from the center with handles supporting the base.

259: Pair 19th Antique Bamboo Fan USD 600 - 700

Each with bamboo sticks and guards, the exterior carved with two boys playing under the tree, signed on the side.

260: 19th or Later Blue Glazed  Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of baluster form, the globular body rising from a flared foot with a single horizontal rib close to the base to a waisted neck and
terminating in a wide trumpet mouth, covering overall with a pale sky blue glaze mix with dark blue dots and opaque white inclusions
thinning to the middle of the body expanding to the rim, the interior and the base left unglazed, the base painted with a six-character
Jiaqing reign mark. 7.4 inch W, 15.3 inch H

261: Taokuang Mark But Later Copy Blue Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

Sturdily potted with a full, rounded body supported on a flared foot and rising to a waisted,slightly flaring neck, the shoulders
moulded with a pair of animal head handles, the exterior and draining away from the mouthrim to a rich blue glaze, the base
inscribed with Taokuang mark in underglaze blue. 11.5 inch H; 8.2 inch W

262: 19th Copy Antique Ox-Blood Vase USD 1,200 - 1,400

Well potted with a pear-shaped body rising from a splayed foot to a tall waisted neck flaring at the rim, the exterior covered in a rich
ox-blood red glaze pooling to a deeper tone around the foot, the interior and base left white, the base inscribed with Qianlong mark in
underglaze blue. 13 inch H; 8 inch W

263: Ming Style Jade Mythical Beast USD 800 - 900

Substantially worked in the form of a crouching mythical beast with the head turned to the side resting on its front paws, the beast
portrayed with a menacing gaze between thick eyebrows and flaring nostrils, a pair of curled incised bands extending upwards along
its jaws, all below a pair of ears flanking its long horns, the body of the figure further accentuated with locks of wavy mane and a
prominent spinal column terminating in a bushy tail. 2.27 inch L, 1.49 inch W
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264: 18th or Later Pair Emperor Style White Jade Pendants USD 5,000 - 8,000

Comprising of two jade pendants, one of rounded rectangular form carved in openwork at the crown and base with archaistic
dragons and and phoenix with floral branches, the central part carved with four characters 'long feng cheng xiang'; the other one
carved in the form of a double gourd, further detailed with lingzhi fungus on both sides, surrounding two characters 'da ji', meaning
great fortune; both suspended with beaded tassels. 2.19-2.77 inch L, 1.23-1.51 inch W

265: Pair of Han Style Jade Seals USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each of the seal of square section with a finial in the form of a turtle, poised on its haunches resting on the square base, the grey
stone with beige and dark grey veins, the natural beige skin of the stone skifully utilised to convey the aged shell of the beast, the
seal face carved with the two-character mark. 1.01 inch H

266: 18th or Later Group of Gilt Belt Buckles USD 2,200 - 2,500

Comprising of three gilt belt buckles, the first one translucent undulating stone of rich purple tone, mounted into a silver-gilt clasp, the
reverse pierced with aperture; the second one comprising a central oval escutcheon inlaid with rock crystal, flanked by two smaller
oval cartouches set with pinkish rock stone pierced with prunus flower pattern; the last one of double gourd shape inlaid with one
pink stone and an apple-green jadiete. 1.47-3.66 inch L

267: Group 18th Style Antique Jade Pendants USD 800 - 900

The purple tourmaline of circular shape, suspend with one agate at the bottom, between carved in an openwork with a boat nut; one
finely worked in the double gourd boxwood, the exterior carved in high relief of leaves branches, one openwork boat nut in between;
the last one suspending of the drop shaped uncarved jade, pierced the nut at the bottom. 3.2-3.8 inch L

268: 19th or Later Group of Carved Jade Pendants USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of three pieces of jade pendants, one of square form with oval tops and base formed by ruyi clouds, the front carved with
leafy peach branch with birds, reversed with characters, the stone of pale celadon color; one of twisted ropes form carved with
detailed ribs and lines in reticulated mean, the stone of celadon color; the last one of leafy peach form, carved in openwork with
gnarled branches with flowers supporting the peach, the stone of brownish gray color; all suspended with beaded tassels. 2.06-2.37
inch L, 1.09-1.83 inch W

269: Antique Jade Tool USD 600 - 800

With sides flared towards the cutting edge, decorated on both sides with protruding square dots, below two holes drilled above six
concentric ridges, the top of the butt end neatly shaped in a triangle form, the stone of a pale celadon hue with large opaque beige
and russet skins with black flecks. 12.25 inch L

270: Liao Style Jade Censer Top USD 2,200 - 2,800

Skilfully modelled and reticulated as a deer standing on its four legs, resting against jagged rockwork, the animal depicted turning its
head over its back and gazing upwards at the bushes and partially enveloping lush vegetation, the stone of an opaque grayish white
color accentuated with russet skin, concentrating particularly to the deer's head and tree leaves. 2.98 inch H, 2.13 inch W
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271: Antique Chicken Blood Stone Seal USD 400 - 500

Of square section with steep straight sides, the seal top naturalistically carved with a Buddhist lion with its head turned backward, its
mouth agape with a ray of ruyi cloud terminating to a brocade ball, the mythical beasts portrayed with furled ears and long locks of
wavy mane extending down their backs, all with prominently pronounced crenulated spinal columns, carved to the underside3 with
four-character seal mark, the stone of a variegated cinnabar-red and yellowish-beige color. 4.95 inch H

272: 19th or Later Antique Ink Jade Stone USD 2,500 - 2,800

Naturalistically carved as an irregular jade stone, well polished to one side and carved with a landscape scene with mountains and
rivers, a fisherman rafting along the river between mountains, reversed left unpolished, the stone of gray and celadon color with large
russet inclusions picking out the structure of the scene, fitted with a carved wood stand formed by a large gnarld lingzhi branch. 2.64
inch H, 4.50 inch W

273: 19th or Later Antique Zitan Brushrest USD 800 - 1,000

The wood finely carved in the form of a gnarled branch issuing lingzhi heads of varying sizes, detailed with an irregular knotty
surface and lenticels, two gnarled branches bearing clusters of lingzhi fungus stemming in openwork from the underside and
wreathing the washer, further carved with three chilong dragons clambering on each fungus, the wood smoothly patinated to a warm
chocolate-brown color with a golden-brown tint to the edges, on a hardwood stand carved in the form of clusters of rugged rock. 5.34
inch L, 2.77 inch W

274: Group Antique Porcelain USD 800 - 900

The bowl with rounded sizes rising from a short foot to a flared rim, the exterior painted with pink glaze, the base inscribed with
Yongzheng reign mark within a double circle; the blue&white dish curving well rising from a slightly recessed floor and the exterior
rim accented with a rounded lip, the interior centering painted with Shou, the phoenix surrounded the rim, the base inscribed with
character mark within a double circle. the last one well-modeled in the form of a tiger, freely painted with bold brown stripes on an
orange slip ground, the ferocious beast with round indented ears, strippled and furrowed eyebrows. 5.3-6.2 inch Diameter; 1.3-4.8
inch H

275: Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,200 - 1,500

The rounded sides rising to a broad everted barbed rim, painted to the interior with floral blossoms on dense curling foliate stem and
smaller sprays, below a band of lotus scrolls around the rim, the exterior similarly decorated with a continuous band of scrolling floral.
1.8 inch H; 12 inch Diameter

276: 19th Chinese Antique Carved Horn Cup USD 12,000 - 15,000

Modelled after a rhinoceros horn libation cup, the protruding central section resting on a flared foot with a lipped rim, all surmounted
by a flared mouth, carved in low relief around the middle section with two opposing pairs of taotie face, an 'S'-scroll handle on one
side with five chilong clambering on it, the other side with two further chilong clambering on the exterior of the vessel, the vessel of
an even golden brown color. 4.55 inch H, 5 inch W

277: Group of Ancient Style Jade Seals USD 1,200 - 1,500

Comprising of four pieces of carved jade seals, one of square form, well worked in the form of a pair of addorsed dragons crouching
on their haunches atop the seal, each horned mythical beast depicted with long curling whiskers flanking a mouth revealing sharp
fangs, the upper edges of the intertwined scaly bodies adorned with well-pronounced bosses simulating prominent spinal columns,
the seal face crisply worked with a four-character inscription in seal script; two of them carved with mythical beast resting on top of
the seal base; one carved with landscape pattern around the sides. 1.24-1.93 inch H, 1.19 - 1.73 inch W
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278: 19th Chinese Antique box wood washer USD 800 - 900

Carved in the form of a peach, the bigger peach formed as a container of the washer, while small branches extended to the left to
form a smaller peach as decoration.

279: 19th Style Bronze Censer USD 600 - 800

Of compressed baluster form, flanked by a pair of hook, with a fitted stand. 5.1 inch H; 8.3 inch W

280: 19th or Later Carved Stone Figure USD 800 - 900

The front face deftly carved in various levels of relief depicting a figure and his attendant standing on a rocky ledge, one depicted
standing behind the rocky mountain looking forwards towards a further scene, another figure depicted seated on the flat ground of
the mountain, looking towards the same direction, both detailed with a serious expression, all set in a mountainous landscape with
pine and wutong trees. 5.97 inch H, 7.75 inch L

281: Ming Antique Longquan Celadon Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

The globular body rising to a tall cylindrical ribbed neck and flared rim, the exterior freely carved with scrolling peony, covered overall
in a crackled olive-green glaze. 17.6 inch H; 8.5 inch W

282: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, all inscribed with character mark.

283: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, all inscribed with character marks.

284: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, each inscribed with character mark within or without double circle.

285: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, each inscribed with character mark.
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286: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, each inscribed with character mark.

287: Group Broken Ming Antique Blue&White Base USD 300 - 500

Group antique broken porcelain base, each inscribed with character mark.

288: Group 19th Antque Glazed Dishes USD 500 - 600

Two painted with a central shou character, framed by upright lappet amongst butterflies; one with a central blossom floral enclosing a
pair of birds, framed by six petal, depicted ladies and landscape scene, all glazed stopped at the base.

289: WWII Japanese Military Antique Porcelain Cup USD 250 - 300

13 pieces WWII Japanese army soldiers artillery sake cup. Rare China war SAKAZUKI in 1937-1945.

290: WWII Japanese Military Antique Porcelain Cup USD 250 - 300

Of seven pieces, some pieces from Manchukuo period.

291: WWII Japanese Military Antique Porcelain Cup USD 250 - 300

Collection of 16 pieces WWII Japanese army soldiers artillery sake cup.Vintage Sakazuki Guinomi / Hird-Gata. Note: some of cups
have hairline and crack.

292: Group Japanese Meiji Period or Later Inro USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each of two case, one depicted with spined, its crossed pincers raised in front of its mouth; the other of frog form, with hands and
legs cross, both signed. 2.8 inch H

293: Group Japanese Meiji Period Inro USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising a four case inro decorated with boxwood, the Netsuke in the form of a bird, with pine tree on side, signed; the other with
a three case, depicted a man with left hand up, signed. 3.2-3.5 inch H
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294: Group Japanese Meiji Period Collection USD 1,000 - 1,200

The two case inro with a twist dragon suspend at the end, the others are netsuke in various shape.

295: Ming Antique Longquan Vase USD 5,000 - 5,500

Sturdily potted with a tapering body sweeping up to a broad shoulder and surmounted by a short neck and lipped mouth-rim, the
exterior carved with large peony blooms with slender undulating petals ablve a thin concave band and a broad frieze enclosing
upright petal lappets encircling the lower section of the vessel, covered overall with a celadon glaze. 12 inch H; 9 inch W

296: Jiaqing Mark And Probably Of That Period Famille Rose USD 1,500 - 1,800

The swelling body tapering to a waisted to a waisted neck and flared rim, flanked with a pair of handles, the exterior densely
wreathed in curling foliate scrolls with stippled lilies, decorated with five bats in iron red, the base inscribed with Jiaqing seal mark in
underglaze blue. 13 inch H; 9.8 inch W

297: 19th Copy Antique Vase USD 800 - 1,200

The ovoid body rising from a short straight foot to an angled shoulder and tall ribbed trumpet neck with cup-shaped mouth, the
exterior upper section painted with a lively writhing dragon, amidst an elaborate continuous meandering peony scroll, the body
decorated with kylin and deer, all between with blossom floral, the base inscribed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue. 17.5
inch H; 10 inch W

298: 16-17th style wu cai porcelain vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

The body formed as a cylindrical shape, depicting a scene of dragon and phoenix amid colorful flowers and woods in vividly applied
wu cai colors

299: Flambe-Glazed Vase USD 600 - 800

The broad pear-shaped body rising from a spreading foot to a waisted neck and flared rim, with two abstracted animal-form handles,
covered in a deep red flambe glaze with brown suffusions to the rim of the body. 13.7 inch H; 10.2 inch W

300: Song Antique Yueyao Carved Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The pear-shaped body rising from a short foot to an everted rim, the body set with three ridged strap face-mask handles, decorated
with three petals of tomb guardiantang subject, applied in an olive-green glaze. 14.5 inch H; 9 inch W

301: Qianlong Mark, Probably Of That Period Inkstone USD 1,200 - 1,500

The thick rectangular carved with a beaded edge begonia-form well, the side painted in a continuous landscape scene, depicting
mountain, boat and house, applied overall in yellow glaze stopped at the base, inscribed with Qianlong seal mark in underglaze blue.
2.5 inch H; 7.3 inch W
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302: 19th Antique Red Glazed Vase USD 2,000 - 2,200

The pear-shaped body rising up to a flared rim, applied overall with a read glaze thinning to white at the rim, the interior and the base
glazed white, the base inscribed with a six-character, with a fitted wood stand. 10.5 inch H; 4.8 inch Diameter

303: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Ewer USD 1,000 - 1,200

The compressed globular body supported on a spreading foot, the shoulder moulded with two raised fillets. surmounted by a
cylindrical neck, set with a curved spout and loop handle, covered overall in a translucent pale olive-green glaze.

304: 18th Antique Qianlong Style Longquan Vase USD 8,000 - 12,000

The baluster body rising to a waisted neck with a slightly everted rim, the body decorated with bronze pattern, the lower section
encircled with upright petal lappets, with a fitted wood stand. 12 inch H; 9 inch W

305: Qianlong Mark, 19th Copy Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 2,000 - 2,500

The shallow rounded sides rising to an everted rim, brightly enamelled around the interior centering with five-clawed dragon in
pursuit of a "flaming pearl" amidst clouds, the others dragons surrounded, the base with Qianlong seal mark in iron-red. 17.7 inch
Diamter; 2.6 inch W

306: 19th Antique Famille Rose Bowl And Cover USD 800 - 900

Of gently compressed form with rounded side, the exterior paintd under green and straberry glaze, each dragon pursuing a flaming
pearl amidst blue cloud scroll, similar with the cover, the interior centering decorated in iron-red with a dragon in pursuit of flaming
pearl surrounded by flame scrolls, the base and cover inscribed with Kuangxi reign mark in iron-red. 5.2 inch H; 9.9 inch Diameter

307: Late Ming Jiajing Wanli Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 900

The shallow rounded sides supported on a short tapered foot, painted to the interior centering leaves scroll within double circle, the
exterior decorated with fluted edge, all painted in inky-blue tone. 9.5 inch Diameter; 2 inch H

308: Yuan or Later Antique Junyao Dish USD 800 - 900

Finely potted with shallow sides to an everted rim, applied overall save for the footring with a pale bluish-lavender glaze drining to a
mushrrom tone around the extremities, the interior decorated with a single purple splash from the rim. 7 inch Diameter; 1.8 inch H

309: Song Style Antique Jian Ware Large Bowl USD 4,500 - 5,500

Potted with shallow rounded sides supported on a short splayed knife-pared foot, covered overall in an unctuous glossy black glaze
evenly suffused with small "oil spot" of varying sizes stopping short of the foot, the body dressed with a black wash simulating Jian
ware. 9.7 inch Diameter; 4.8 inch H
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310: Song Style Antique Celadon Washer USD 2,500 - 3,500

The deep rounded sides rising from a short slightly foot to the six lobes forming rim, applied all in a celadon glaze, with a fitted wood
stand. 3.6 inch H; 4.8 inch W

311: 19th Antique Kuangxu Style Bowl USD 800 - 900

The deep rounded body rising from a short foot to the lobed rim, the exterior painted with a human figure depicting each person
attitude, the side with Chinese characters profile, the base inscribed with Taokuang seal mark in iron-red, with a fitted wood stand.
7.5 inch Diameter; 3.5 inch H

312: Song Antique Celadon Dish USD 800 - 1,000

Well potted with rouded sides supported on a slightly tapered foot, the interior finely incised with wave scroll, applied overall with a
pale-green glaze save for the base. 1.3 inch H; 5.4 inch Diameter

313: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,500

The gently rounded sides rising from a short foot, the interior skillfully carved with stylized leaves scroll, covered overall save for the
foot ring with an olive-green glaze. 2.8 inch H; 7.3 inch Diameter

314: 19th Copy Antique Blue&White Bowl USD 800 - 900

Finely potted, the rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot to a everted rim, the interior centering painted with three boys
playing together, the exterior painted with a continuous landscape scene depicting a lady holding a boy, the base inscribed with
Chenghua reign mark within a double circle, with a fitted wood stand. 7.2 inch diameter; 3.6 inch H

315: Late Ming Blue/White Porcelain Ewer USD 2,500 - 2,800

The globular body rising from a spreading foot to a waisted neck with a garlic-head mouth and upright mouthrim, the serpentine
spout attached to the neck by a S-scroll strut opposite a tall looped handle, the body painted to one side with a scholar in sitting
position thinking, the other side decorated with a lady, she's head turned its left side, the upper neck surrounded by floral scrolls. 8.2
inch H; 7.5 inch W

316: Late Ming Antique Blue&White Pot USD 2,200 - 2,400

Well potted with a flattened pear-shaped body on a circular spalyed foot, sweeping up to a slender neck, lobed rim and set with a
long curved spout with hexagonal tip, the exterior painted with floral bloom subject, the neck painted with a bird standing on the top
of rock. 7.7 inch H; 7.5 inch W

317: Song Antique White Glazed Ewer USD 600 - 800

The rounded lobed sides rising from a short slightly spreading foot to a straight neck with an applied ear-shaped strap handle,
covered overall in creamy white glaze. 5.7 inch H; 3.8 inch W
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318: 18TH Antique Ge Style Tripod Washer USD 2,000 - 2,500

The cylindrical body supported on three legs, covered with a thick ivory glaze suffused with a dark gray and gold thread crackle. 5.3
inch W; 3.8 inch H

319: Pair Early 20th Antique Doucai Bowls USD 1,200 - 1,400

The deep flaring sides rising from a recessed base, brightly decorated in pastel enamels on the exterior with floral, leafy and branch.
Two birds are in the another side of painting, one of the bird is flying, another bird is standing on a piece of grass, the base inscribed
with Yongzheng mark. 1.5 inch H; 3 inch W

320: Song Style Antique Celadon Washer USD 800 - 900

With the gently rouded sides rising at an angle from a short tapered foot to a lobed rim, freely carved and combed to the interior with
undulating floral scrolls, covered overall with an olive-green glaze. 5.6 inch Diameter; 1.8 inch H

321: Jiaqing Mark, Blue Glazed Washer USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of compressed circular form, suppoted on a shallow tapering foot, the incurved, rounded sides covered with a blue glaze, leaving the
base glazed white, inscribed on the base with Jiaqing mark in underglaze blue. 10.7 inch W; 3.5 inch H

322: Jiaqing Mark, Late Copy Antique Red Glazed Washer USD 800 - 900

Of compressed circular form, supported on a shallow tapering foot, the incurved, rounded sides covered with a red glaze tone,
leaving the interior and base glazed white, insribed on the base with Jiaqing seal mark in underglaze blue. 10.5 inch W; 3.1 inch H

323: Song Antique Yaozhou Teacup USD 800 - 1,200

The cup molded with a deep floriform body and conforming flared foot, the interior and exterior delicately worked in the form of floral
petals, the associated cup stand formed to the canted rim and spreading foot, bordering the cushion support for the cup, all covered
with an olive-green glaze. 3.2 inch H; 4.8 inch W

324: Ming Antique Longquan Tripod Censer USD 1,000 - 1,200

Robustly potted and raised on three mask-and paw feet, the shallow rounded sides carved with the â€˜Eight Trigramsâ€˜ below the
borders of incised diaper, covered overall with a lustrous sea-green glaze falling short of the center of the interior. 4.5 inch W; 1.8
inch H

325: Song Antique Celadon Teacup USD 2,000 - 2,500

The cup with flared sides divided into eight-lobed foliation, set on a lobed stand, standing on a recessed base formed of four lingzhi
foot, the cup exterior carved with floral scroll, applied with a trasparent glaze pooling to a pale celadon tone along the ridges. 4 inch
H; 5.3 inch W
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326: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Washer USD 2,500 - 2,800

The deep sloping sides moulded in the form of petals and rising from a recessed foot to a straight rim, the interior carved and
combed with a fanciful flower scroll, covered in an olive-green celadon glaze. 3.1 inch H; 9 inch W

327: Tang Antique Sancai Pillow USD 3,000 - 5,000

The top carved in low relief with a bird amidst gingko leaves on a ground of punched circles, supported on a stand superbly modeled
as two recumbent Fu-lion, the beast glazed in a similar tone of amber, ochre and cream crouching, the head with large menacing
eyes and jaws sunk into its prey. 3.5 inch H; 10 inch W

328: Ming Style Cizhou Vase USD 500 - 800

The slender ovoid body rising from a recessed base to a short waisted neck with a lipped rim, freely incised to the body with a lady
standing on the side, two ducks swimming.

329: Large Carved Wood Sculpture USD 100 - 150

Nice carved rosewood, India subject, signed. 27 inch L

330: Antique Thai Style Carved Hard Wood Band Man USD 100 - 150

Typical 19th Thai style hard wood fugure, band subject.17inch L 20 inch H

331: Early 20th Antique Famille Rose Gourd Vase USD 1,200 - 1,400

Potted with a globular lower bulb rising to a waisted neck and a smaller upper bulb tapering to a narrow mouth, the body painted with
the thousand flowers pattern, delicately painted with dense bouquets of mixed flowers, all blooming against gourd of thick foliage. 22
inch H; 12.8 inch W
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